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Abstract

The teaching and research of international law in India is affected in a manner, which is in many respects, occur different from that of the developed world. There exist salient differences in attitude, focus, approach, interpretation, and resources. Presently, the teaching of international law in India has been essentially Eurocentric, with course of study acquiescent to western anecdotes, and research which is largely detached from the relevant content. Such an approach was further strengthened by the adoption of “positivist methodology in both teaching and research”, which in a way rejected any excursions into the world of deep structures. For a greater part of Indian legal education there has been a sense of lack of relatability, particularly in addressing local legal issues. This has impacted students, the discipline, and legal pedagogy alike. Furthermore, because of the complexity of Indian society engendered by its own internal contradictions, one finds interesting disparities of substance and methodology adopted for dispersing knowledge. In this milieu, this paper discusses teaching and research methods of international law in India amidst a backdrop that provides context within which the newer approach can be centered around. This will be followed by an attempt to strengthen the teaching and research of international law in India, particularly in the light of Global North’s hegemonic dominance over the “form and content of treaties and institutions.” The paper while tries to examine the ongoing neo-liberal model, argues for injecting the process with equity. The paper concludes with a suggestion that in view of severe social and economic limitations, coupled with changing foreordination in knowledge and power, the subject of international law should really be given high priority.
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Resumo

O ensino e a pesquisa do direito internacional na Índia são afetados de uma maneira que, em muitos aspectos, é diferente da do mundo desenvolvido. Existem diferenças marcantes em atitude, foco, abordagem, interpretação e recursos. O ensino do direito internacional na Índia tem sido predominantemente eurocêntrico, com currículo dominado por narrativas ocidentais e pesquisa que é amplamente destacada do conteúdo relevante. Para uma grande parte da educação jurídica indiana, houve uma sensação de falta de identificação, particularmente na abordagem de questões jurídicas locais. Isso tem impactado os alunos, a disciplina e a pedagogia jurídica. Além disso, devido à complexidade da sociedade indiana engendrada por suas próprias contradições internas, encontram-se disparidades interessantes de substância e metodologia adotadas para a dispersão do conhecimento. Este artigo discute os métodos de ensino e pesquisa do direito internacional na Índia com uma nota de fundo que fornece o contexto no qual a abordagem será centrada. Isso será seguido por uma tentativa de justificar a necessidade de ensino e pesquisa de direito internacional na Índia. O documento conclui com uma sugestão de que, em vista das severas limitações sociais e econômicas, assuntos de direito internacional devem realmente receber alta prioridade.

Palavras-chave: Colonialismo, Eurocentrismo, Globalização, Imperialismo, TWAIL

1 Introdução

There are two perspectives apropar the state of international law in India, one, that suggest that not much has changed over the years,1 against the other which suggest that significant advancement to its understanding has been made.2 In recent years, there are emergence of institutions maintaining exclusive claim over international law courses. These claims have some authenticity, particularly when the world community is undergoing fundamental, political, social, economic and technological changes. In this manner, law making indeed demands plurality of processes, arenas and actors representing different ethnic-cultural and ideological systems, and congeries of different legal relationships.

At the same time, since legal studies can never be insular, and requires informed global perspectives, supported with critical legal thinking of contemporary issues. The question is how much of plurality is appreciated or acknowledged, especially when international institutions are “dominated by and located in the global North.”3 Further, the manner in which international law is “constructed or reconstructed”, appear “predominantly to protect, project and promote the interest of the West.”4 Also, the framers have been successful in establishing narratives, standards, and expectations—against the legitimate interest of the global South.5

Such domination by narratives and accounts, does also support use of positivist methodology in both teaching and research of international law in global South. This continuing use of positivist western text books to teach international law or use of positivist methodology to research appears incomprehensible, at least on two counts. First, it prevents “excursions into the


world of deep structures”, confines domain to merely “addressing the normative phenomena”, and pervades a belief that any concern with the “world beyond rules” is reckoned spurious. And secondly, while positivism assumes that rules of law can be “objectively identified and interpreted”, yet the practice of North remains “diverged from the ideal of the rule of law”, and generates “avoidable cynicism and pessimism.” As a consequence, the study of international law is undermined, and a pool of international lawyers is prepared with a “high degree of detachment, disinterest, and cognitive dissonance from the content.”

In this perspective, the present paper examines teaching and research of international law in India. Currently, the subject of international law is taught at undergraduate and post graduate level in nearly 1,721 law schools and universities across the country. Having said this, in undergraduate level the range of the syllabus covered is quite wide, and at post-graduate level the range is somewhat narrowed down. Interestingly, at both level study of international law is not covered in depth. It also acknowledges the suggestions made for internationalization of legal education, designing of multi-disciplinary courses, and adoption of unique methods of pedagogy. This in turn brings newer threats to the teaching and research of international law in India, which is making ardent efforts to make legal education distinctive, globalized and inclusive.

2 The partisan narrative of international law

The journey of development of international law saw no such existence of global North-South divide, and nation-States were more or less at similar position. In this sense history testifies co-existence of the States (of course with varying degree of autonomy). However, the approach changed significantly, particularly during the colonial period, which saw dominating western States base international law to legitimize or justify acts of exploitation and subjugation. In this process, what was conceived as a universal, it became Eurocentric, having religious inspiration (or aspiration) “as the basis for civilization, capitalism as innate in humans, and imperialism as a necessity.” The colonial period justified practices of slavery, exploitation, plunder, etc., and completely ignored the autonomy of the colonized States.

The experience of colonial rule encouraged West to develop a stealthy, complex and cumulative process of principles and norms. As a result, some of the principles or norms established were superimposed upon colonized States. There are also efforts to re-write origin of international law and accordingly center it around the notion of sovereignty to “justify, manage and legitimize colonialism.” For instance, trade negotiations often reveal apparent reflections of colonial racism and post-colonial paternalism, wherein the North auto-

---

ve negotiations around benevolence and empathy, yet offer unfavourable terms, and an opportunity to project South as obstreperous and unwilling.

The processes of adaptation of the international normative system in the public order appear partisan. Although, theatrically all sovereigns are equal yet in practice, there exist unfair power-sharing struggle. This is reflected well with the establishment of five world powers as permanent members of United Nations Security Council. With the rules of so-called global order, this partisan infrastructure highlights the post-colonial subjugation of the South that allows inferior sovereigns to “cross-fertilization, or cultivating and contributing to modern international law.”

Further, when International Law Commission (ILC) or for that matter International Court of Justice (ICJ) were established, there were expectations in respect of reshaping, reformulation and interpretation of international law in an order to meet new conditions. Here, a narrative was given to the world that with the creation of an imaginative initiative to bring about an authentic juridical order, the global community will develop a positive network to advance the quest for a more just global order. In this process, the global institutions, in particular to those occupying “unified global economic space” like the World Bank, the World Trade Organization (WTO), and the International Monetary Fund (IMF), have dubiously impacted equitable participation, social justice, and accountability. The result is quite opposite and few allege that with the politicization of elections to these bodies, and with their composition comprising mostly foreign ministry legal advisers rather than politically more independent legal luminaries, how universal standards of just world could be arrived at.

The application of international law via the policies and actions of international financial institutions to dominate economic relations with least developed States (LDS) is transpicuous too. How successful or ignoble this narrative is a matter of serious debate. Philip McMichael argued that international trade is not grounded upon “comparative advantage”, rather “comparative access to subsidies.” For instance, over the years, the WTO and other international economic institutions have developed a mechanism/scheme that not just control but also manipulates schemes arising from emerging sectors in global South. As a consequence, the richer nations continue to negotiate exemptions and pursue indefinite subsidisation or exclusion of horizontal non-specific subsidies. This not only explains the dominance but also explains West’s ability to both push and promote favourable conditions to facilitate inequitable economic growth. Recently, a study reveals that a significantly greater bulk of research, especially on economic development, does not “involve researchers based in the global South.”

There are multiple reasons including limited access to research funding, research skills, English proficiency, travel grants, migration of qualified researchers, etc. This alone however, cannot be an excuse to adequate representation, particularly when such researches have potential to affect future.

The impact could be foreseen in the manner in which international institutions have acquired significant control over the social, economic, and political scheme of things. B.S. Chimni examines this phenomenon in details and argues that there exist “a nascent global state whose function is to realise the interests of transnational capital and powerful states,” at the expense of

global South—who loses autonomy. This has been only been possible because of the decisive State intervention without which "globalization could not have taken place." The North takes control of both form and content of international instruments to initiate the process of "deregulation, liberalisation, and privatisation," both at domestic as well as at international level to pave the way for new business strategies with a global reach." For instance, following the Uruguay Round, one crucial area which has been left unfair to the interest of Developing and LDS has been the agriculture agreement. With unfavorable trade terms, followed with power asymmetries, there is greater likeliness towards constructing asymmetric trade rules. Consequently, such inequitable measure results in the growing concentration of corporate power in local businesses—at the cost of global South’s interest.

Even with such apparent biases, the global South not only continues to participate but also emerge pioneer to the development of the modern international law. Reform rather than repudiation is the strategy adopted. It acknowledges the fact that contemporary international law, although imperial in spirit, does have the potential to correct. In fact since 1947, India has somehow been successful in expanded its regional and global relations. Its Non-Aligned Movement (NAM) had significant support from the newly formed Asian, African and Latin-American sovereign States. Through Panchsheel Agreement (or good-neighbor policy), India presented new principles of international law, which was quite different from the then dominant western vocabulary. Besides contributing to the development of global agencies, India has supported regional, diplomatic, economic and strategic platforms to establish spirit of friendship, trust and understanding. Commenting on this Indian avatar, Prabhakar Singh writes: "Globalization has clearly taught India the tricks of economy-and security-related symbiotic strategy in a world that is threatened by terrorism and financial insecurity. India has, there is no doubt, turned out to be a fast learner.

This aspect is further strengthened from the outcome of the recently held 12th Ministerial Conference (MC12) of the WTO, wherein India not only played a crucial role in averting institutional crisis, but also ensured that WTO will live to see another day. Throughout the negotiations India maintained that it is fighting to protect livelihoods in developing nations. Such approach has presented a unique opportunity for global South to only seize the moment through collective strengths, advocacy, and favorable concessions, but also reject narrative of elitist.

25 MARGULIS, Matias E. The Forgotten History of Food Security in Multilateral Trade Negotiations. World Trade Review, v. 16, n. 1, p. 25-57, 2016. See also, SINGH, J. P. Sweet Talks: paternalism and collective action in North-South trade relations. Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2017. The author argues that Developed nations strive to create the impression that their hearts and pockets bleed for the developing world. Yet, the global North continues to offer unfavorable trade terms to the global South.
29 These include: G4; G20; IORA (Indian Ocean Rim Association); South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC); BIMSTEC (Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic Cooperation); Mekong-Ganga Cooperation, Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO); Financial Action Task Force (FATF); Quadrilateral Security Dialogue (QUAD). The group of BRIC countries (Brazil, Russia, India, and China); BBIN countries (Bangladesh, Bhutan, India and Nepal); BCIM countries (Bangladesh-China-India-Myanmar); IBSA (India-Brazil-South Africa).
32 RANJAN, Prabhash; SAWALI, Sunayana. The WTO Agreement on Fisheries is Flawed but Significant. The Indian Express, June 2022. Available at: https://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columnists/the-wto-agreement-on-fisheries-is-flawed-but-significant-7985390/ Access on: 21 June 2022.
Following these examples, one can fairly assume that global South is now maintaining two perspectives, first, wherein it accepts the past and thereafter make efforts towards establishing a new world order, and secondly, it avoids past and brings the idea of global law of welfare. Here, both perspective demand 3R’s i.e., recognition, redistribution and representation. Simply put, these 3R’s anticipate that within the rules of new international law, the collective cause of nation-states could be fittingly served. This new narrative acknowledges efforts of all (an important prerequisite to make international law work), through stable domestic regimes. Under the new narrative the global South tries to plead its cause by referring to international law from a fresh perspective. It provokes global community to develop and identify ways and means to democratize knowledge production through equitable dissemination.

3 Treatment of international law and research in India

India possesses a rich history of eminently contributing to the cause of international law. In fact, alongside the framing of Indian Constitution, the world was witnessing the early years of the promising international body i.e., the United Nations, and the formulation of essential human rights document i.e., the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR). These developments had hugely influenced the text of the Constitution, so much so that its provisions not only explain how “to interact with the emerging international order”, but also to “the norms of international law.” Further, the Indian judiciary appears to be acquiescent to international law, with its usage is to assist constitutional hiatus or constitutional void, but not to override the Constitution.

Since the adoption of the Constitution, India acted dualist with regards to her engagements and establishment of her relationship between international law and municipal law. The position has significantly changed over the years, to an extent that in practice it even exhibits monist inclination. It is interesting to note here that changes are witnessed in the North’s approach too. These developments are quite revealing and explain shift in global dominance. For instance, the process of globalization has hugely impacted historic hegemonic predominance by following 4Ds: deregulation, denationalization, disinvestment, and digitalization. Post-1991 liberalisation phase, India has managed to catch world’s imagination following rapid economic transformation. This has significantly enhanced her bargaining capabilities and an skill to defend against established western powers. However, at the same time, it has provoked several contradictory responses too. Commenting on this change, Surya Deva observes:

Whether globalization is about removing borders or strengthening the existing ones is not clear; it has removed borders regarding trade but not regarding several other important issues such as access to life-saving drugs, labor movement, employment, and immigration. The question of whether globalization, which is celebrated and resisted at the same time both in the West and in the “Rest”, is inevitable/irreversible, or is an example of Western imperialism in an era of neo-liberalism and therefore reversible is a moot problem.

There have been remarkable changes in the pattern of people’s lifestyle, habits and culture, followed by bit-by-bit departure of the State from public services. The role of states in the process of globalization has become “complex and full of difficult choices.” There commitments.” See P.N. Krishna Lal v. Govt of Kerala, 1995 Supp (2) SCC 187; and John Vallamattom v Union of India, (2003) 6 SCC 611.


Deva, Surya. Human Rights Realization in an Era of Globalization: the indian experience. Buffalo Human Rights Law Review, v. 12, p. 15, 2006. Laureen Snider observes, “States will do as little as possible to enforce health and safety laws. They will pass them only when forced to do so by public crises or union agitation, strengthen them reluctantly, weaken them whenever possible, and enforce them in a manner calculated not to seriously impede profitability.” See
are pertinent issues *viz.* Has globalization only shifting the location of the hegemon and not the form? Will it result in welfare of all? Does it accommodate alternate voices? Responding to these issues demands better understanding of new economic world order. There are concerns of alienation, lack of global homogeneity, and wider economic disparity, which seriously test existing international arrangement/order. Therefore, the *au courant* assessment demand building of an arrangement/order that would be honestly comprehensive and indubitably ensure extensive conformity from nation-states to appropriately apprehend the ongoing and eventual challenges. This would demand capability to observe and understand the different perspectives of new international law. Such careful insight will not only be crucial but also helpful in developing methods to use State systems in responding to threats so posed.

Thus far, this understanding appears limited with enduring search for strategies. There are also concerns over the attitude of teachers who teach and research in international law. Today, the world has moved beyond the question of whether international law is true law? or whether international law is a vanishing point of jurisprudence? The need of hour is not only to discuss strengths, but also the future of international law. While these are pressing concerns for States to address; the teaching of international law in India (predominantly) only reflects “narratives and accounts of the West.”

Resultantly, there appear higher scale of disunion, impassivity and perceivable variance against the subject. For learners the subject of international law appears to be what Rohini Sen argues as a “boutique subject”—outside the immediate domain of relevance—and limited to sheer “academic opportunities and scholarship.” In fact, a narrative is created wherein western ideas backed by “money, access to institutional resources, relationships to underlying patterns of hegemony, and influence” were given greater dominance in law profession.

In sum, the shortcoming of international law teaching and learning in India is *in built*, and reflects absence of thorough engagement, appropriate construction, and advanced understanding *vis-a-vis* the content in the law schools. For significant past, Indian scholars have often ignored the subaltern and tribal struggle. Nevertheless, in recent years, there has been novel resistance coming, which rejects elite’s modernity with non-elite realities of India. Professor Chimni argues “why I should look up to someone who has nothing to say to the situation of my people.” Following subaltern and tribal defiance against the existing international model of governance (which is largely affected by globalization and post-globalization effects), India of lately has been successful in not just capturing historical guilt but also in developing a scholarship to address epistemic injustices. It allows law scholars to explore the uncharted or imprecise sources in international law. This has in turn resulted in development of Indian version of the Third World approaches to international law (TWAIL).

### 4 Understanding TWAIL in India

TWAIL was conceived out of the factual empiricism of the prevailing state of affairs. While it tries to offer perceivable alternate dialogues, it also exhibits a critical approach to international law. It goes beyond Eurocentrism, traces heterogeneity in the study of international law, and exposes how international law was conceived to advance colonial methods. Of course, in modern times, the colonial methods are replaced with asymmetric imperialist dominance. It is through this neo-colonial form, the imperialist ideals are expanded, which ultimate...
mately relocates economic sovereignty of Third World in international institutions. The current pool of international institutions not only dubiously defend but also aid in establishing “an emerging global state backed by the armed might of the advanced capitalist states.”

According to B.S. Chimni, TWAIL encounters two-fold challenges wherein it, first, probes nuances of “new imperial, social, and political formation” as well as “the ways in which it is shaping international laws and institutions”; and secondly, unravels “preferred normative futures” to foretell a scheme for restructuring “the global capitalism, international laws, and institutions apropos universal welfare.” Hereof, TWAIL represents a belief, inveigled by critical legal discourse on public international law; portraying an approach to transform international law into law of emancipation. It argues a case for “shaping and reshaping” of “international law as international legal norms that offer a life of dignity for the poor, deprived, oppressed and subjugated.” That being said, does it mean TWAIL is a recent phenomenon? Makau Mutua argues it is not and “stretches back to the decolonization movement that swept the globe after World War-II.” He observes that the third world approach movement draws inspiration from the Asian and Latin American opposition to their domination by industrialized West and is both reactive and proactive.

Does TWAIL gives up on international law? The answer is negative; and within its broad dialectic a case is built to argue existing scheme rather opposing it altogether. In fact, historical traces are in abundance which suggest how global South continued its support to the
disciple with conceivable innovative ways that somehow held its relevance to make it work for marginalized sections of global society. This in fact leads to the assertered demand of rules-based principles with outright rejection to imperialism. For instance, the movement of decolonization, non-alignment, self-determination, domestication of international criminal law, new international economic order, sovereignty over natural resources, etc. compelled global North to alter the then prevalent legal arrangements and conform to the struggles of subaltern groups, peoples and nations. It urges West to reread past by discarding arrogant elitist narrative.

This leads to another question: Is there any difference in attitude amongst TWAIL scholars? Here, B.S. Chimni classifies TWAIL movement in India into “TWAIL-I and TWAIL-II.” In another paper, along with Anthony Anghie, Prof. Chimni explains the difference in attitude. They argued that the TWAIL-I scholars “critiqued the genealogy of international law and its Eurocentric assumptions”, whereas TWAIL-II scholars followed a “framework critical of the deference paid by the TWAIL-I generation to the newly independent post-colonial state and its right to non-intervention.”

---

62 ANGHIE, Antony; CHIMNI, B. S. Third world approaches to
Reflecting upon the contribution of TWAIL-I scholar, particularly of Professor R.P. Anand’s, Prabhakar Singh argues that certain western doctrines are in a way “reproduction of archived Indian knowledge.” He writes:

Such a discovery was important not only for a cultural resurrection of the Indian self-image but also for the rest of the Third World, from which the North has learnt and reproduced so much, primarily due to a colonial conjugation of cultures. Colonialization educated the colonizer as much as it harmed the colonized.

Similarly, TWAIL-II while critiquing structural bias in international law argued for its reform. This aspect went missing in the work of TWAIL-I scholars. In this perspective, TWAIL-II scholars made a case for a meaningful “lived experiences of ordinary people of the third world” that can survive the “dire confrontations of the politics of knowledge creation.” As a result, they brought inter-disciplinary approach to complete missing element in the teaching and research of new international law. This, in fact, has brought international law closer to India.

5 Teaching Critical International Law

Since TWAIL, reshapes the “process and application of international law”, it not only brings a “critical approach that gives meaning to international law” but also tries to “transforms it into international law of emancipation.” TWAIL has therefore ignited need for studying progressive critical approach towards international law, invoked by “a particular political geography, a set of affiliations and personalities, dispositions of the times, and outlooks.” Here, B.S. Chimni suggests “the geographical location of an author has an important influence on how different theories of international law and world order are received and evaluated.” It also reveals informed proclivity, predilection, perspicacity, together with perceptibility “in the process of knowledge production.” In this perspective, adopting critical perspectives in the classrooms in fact, offers a unique opportunity for teachers to engage with students on various dimensions connected with international law.

The study of critical international law gives students an opportunity to interrogate Eurocentric character of international law. Antony Anghie suggests “in order to address Eurocentrism we need to focus on local history and its relationship to international law when teaching in a particular country.” Similarly, the potential for research is immense. With West neglecting issues of the global South, critical scholarship could be developed

---


65 Prof. Chimni writes “The failure of the first generation of third world scholars to capture the intimate relationship between colonialism and international law also meant...the omission to critique the post-colonial state as it was only imagined as an agent of emancipation”, see CHIMNI, B. S. The Past, Present and Future of International Law: a critical third world approach. Melbourne Journal of International Law, v. 8, p. 502, 2007.


that establishes linkages between global South-North concerns like, Palestine, dalits, blacks, feminism, access to food, etc. Srinivas Burr r argues that “drawing these links would make critical scholarship truly attentive to the realities and struggles of the Third World and, therefore, a more organic presence in the Third World classroom.”

With such an array of opportunities, there exist a paradoxical situation, wherein the international law does effectively frame all prospects for global community, yet contribution to such change scarcely comes from the global South. The fact that global South produces fewer international lawyers, who have the expertise to deal with complex international agreements and regimes, perhaps reflects upon the future direction of the international legal order too. Of course, the blame lies upon West that continues to disregard or even acknowledge Third World lawyers; per contra, a part of the blame rest upon the global South too, in the sense that the praxis of teaching of international law has still not gained significant foothold in Asian countries. This aspect was highlighted by the Teaching and Researching International Law in Asia (TRILA) Report, which reveals that “teachers of international law in Asia have great difficulty in getting their students interested in the subject.”

Antony Anghie observes that “a country only becomes capable of engaging effectively with international law when it develops a bar with real depth in the subject.”

There are multiple reasons, including the manner in which syllabus of international law is created. Part of the issue owes to the over-reliance on both classical and modern Western textbooks that inexorably boost Eurocentric foresight. Further, the march of progressive development of Indian legal studies has been towards creating corporate lawyers. Although there has been some success, yet inequality persists. The neo-liberal model of education has created a pool of elitist lawyers whose focus is to partner the most remunerative growth in Indian corporate sector. In this process the concept of inclusiveness went missing and the emergence of Two India validated. This perhaps leads to the question: whether this divide will be cured? Upendra Baxi argues that we have failed to create social soldiers, who can bring or initiate law reforms, deliver legal aid and services to underprivileged and vulnerable sections of society, and launch critique of unconstitutional governance policies. Unfortunately, with the rise of premier institutions there exists serious issues of manifest injustice which the contemporary international lawyers fail to address similar to the colonial international lawyers.

They do teach lofty ideals, yet manifest a culture of diversity deficit. The lack of diversity effectively translates into underrepresentation and exclusion from opportunities and use of resources. This explains the preferential character of the globalization that supports certain kinds of institutions, modes of business, information,


knowledge, and culture. Commenting on this phenomenon, Antony Anghie observes:

Education, and in particular the neo-liberal model of education that is now so pervasive and dominant has become one of the means by which inequality—epistemological, representational, economic—is being accelerated and intensified.

Perhaps, for above-mentioned reasons the need for developing critical approaches becomes so essential and crucial. There is a belief that critical teaching might ignite or “further the struggle against inequality and injustice.” Presently, the concept of critical legal education is nascent in India and we haven’t acknowledged it importance fully. There were piecemeal efforts made to sensitize legal education, however, progress remains scattered. Recently, Delhi High Court Judge, C. Hari Shankar reflected on this aspect, he observed: Law, with all its legalese, is worth tinsel, if the underprivileged cannot get justice. At the end of the day, our preambular goal is not law, but justice with all its legalese, is worth tinsel, if the underprivileged cannot get justice.

6 Contemporary themes and imperatives: possibilities for future

The contemporary international law is divided with self-enclosed legal regimes. In a recent report by the Climate Change and Resilience Information Centre (CARE), it was found that despite promises made during 2009 Copenhagen Accord, the global North has not committed new and additional funds to help South in dealing with climate change. The Report uncovers yet another classical case wherein North ignores promises, which was reaffirmed in Paris Agreement. Now, because of lack of funds, the impact could be realized by world altogether with reports confirming dangers of climate change as imminent and irreversible. Besides, such indifferent attitude has affected the interest of global South in achieving specific Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), particularly with various developmental works initiated on behalf of governments kept in jeopardy. This perhaps, explains their obscure position wherein the concern is demonstrated as global, yet accountability.

Take another example, since the collapse of the Doha Round, the global North has brought a narrative that the “WTO is no longer relevant”, and accordingly made every possible effort to keep it paralyzed. This

84 Id. at 580. See also BAGCHI, Amiya Kumar. Globalisation, liberation and Vulnerability: India and third world. Economic and Political Weekly, v. 34, p. 3219, 1999.
perhaps signifies that the punctilio of international trade has been consistently altered by power politics. Nonetheless, the establishment of Geneva-based WTO it was argued that it will secure a rules-based multilateral trade regime. Interestingly, while it served western interest for long, it was contravened to flounder the moment the rules of game changed when the emerging economies demand equitable share in the trade proceedings. For instance, since 2016 the United States had blocked the reappointment of WTO’s Appellate Body members, and has rejected over a dozen proposals to launch selection processes that could fill the vacancies. This strangulation of the Appellate Body is a reflection of unilateralism and protectionism that are on a sharp rise. It raises serious concerns on the future of multilateralism. Further, its impact on the interest of global South, appears to be regressive. Consequently, the scheme of governance through rules-based dispute settlement would probably be replaced by bilateral negotiations, which in a way, appears to be prejudicial to the interests of developing countries that have consistently been disadvantaged during bilateral negotiations and fared better in multilateral proceedings.

This was expected and if at all any scholar from Third world held otherwise, they must be in some delusion. With shift in power dynamics, West is bound to act discordantly. On the other hand, rather than supporting global cause and work towards unity, West fear formation of new center of power. To counter such power dynamics, global North has created a narrative of pre-determined expectations wherein the global South is expected to (a) help in the process of democratizing the global governance, and (b) usher in a more equitable and progressive global order to make global institutions work for all. From the outset such expectations appear to be too big to fill; particularly alongside the existing global institutions. Further there are questions raised against the notion of “rise of rest” by arguing whether it is the rest or a handful few

Be that as it may, it is beyond dispute that diverse participation in global institutes helps in its greater acceptance. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan opined the “need is to treat world as a unit” therefore, rather than focusing on fragmentation of international law, perceived as a “threat to its perceived virtues of unifying humankind to achieve order and justice”, focus must be towards attaining unity, which is “based on solidarity that understands the alienation and pain of victims of fragmented international law.” Clearly, with much not improved and there are few tasks of transformation to perform. First, revisit history of international law; secondly, teach international lawyers the grammar of global justice; thirdly, replace violence with humanity; and fourthly, replace diversity of unity with diversity of diversity.

7 Efforts from India

Till today no earnest effort is made to survey teaching and research of international law, which may give full and authentic account of their state in India. The available reports like TRILA are only Asia specific and didn’t disclose much. In another recent survey conducted with Indian law school, 75.9% of the students who
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participated in the survey had not heard of critical international law (CIL).\textsuperscript{105} Interestingly while responding to another question: *do you think CIL should be taught in Indian law schools?*, merely 50% students answer in affirmation. These are revealing responses and reflect upon the state of international law teaching in India.

For India, it is necessary to realise that international law is no longer a law which concerns itself with issues of war and diplomacy alone. In modern times, it aspires to control and regulate core aspects of economic and political life inside a sovereign State. B.S. Chimni observes that “imperialism did not die a natural death with the end of colonialism” and with talks “of re-colonisation”, international law could act as a “chosen instrument for the spatial extension of capital.”\textsuperscript{106} This perhaps, call for reforms based on set agenda. The initial effort must bring interaction between international law scholars and government, and other with other fields. Thereafter, measures must be adopted to articulate international law in a manner which makes it accessible and relevant to the ordinary public.

Further, there is a felt need to reflect inward too. For significant period of time, India has been imparting knowledge of international law, yet it has not been able to have well recognized law-school based international law journals.\textsuperscript{107} At the organization level, the *Indian Journal of International Law* (IJIL),\textsuperscript{108} and the ISIL Yearbook of International Humanitarian and Refugee Law are significant additions.\textsuperscript{109} Further, with the explosion of new international law scholarship, Indian scholars are contributing in various international law journals and are recognized as members of the boards of international law journals as well. And with the arrival of online journals, the speed and opportunity of academic publications has also expanded.\textsuperscript{110} Be that as it may, international law education in India is still student driven with minimum faculty involvement. Thus far law schools have miserably failed in promoting high-quality and interdisciplinary international law scholarship. We were successful in terms of offering market-oriented education, however, lagged behind in imparting socially relevant education. There are successful law schools like, National Law School at Bangalore, Kolkata, and Hyderabad; Rajiv Gandhi School of Intellectual Property Law at Kharagpur; and certain private law schools like Jindal Global Law School at Sonipat, Vivekananda School of Law and Legal Studies at New Delhi, Symbiosis Law School at Pune, KIIT School of Law at Bhubaneswar, etc. who have developed excellent physical and intellectual infrastructures to become the laboratory for such experiments.

Another major concern is the quality of publication coming from Indian journals. Of course, there are significant Indian contributions to the reputed journals, including R.P. Anand,\textsuperscript{111} Upendra Baxi,\textsuperscript{112} B.S. Chimni,\textsuperscript{113} and SARKER, Shuvro Prosun; SHARMA, Prakash. Teaching and research of international law in an expanded world: understanding from the Indian perspective. Revista de Direito Internacional, Brasília, v. 19, n. 2, p. 294-312, 2022.

---


\textsuperscript{107} There is no international law dedicated law school journal, however, few law schools have started international law quality journals. The West Bengal National University of Juridical Sciences (NUJS), in collaboration with the SAGE Publications has started the Scopus-indexed *Asian Journal of Legal Education* (AJLE), information available at: https://journals.sagepub.com/description/alc. Similarly, the Jindal Global Law School has Scopus-indexed journal *Jindal Global Law Review* (JGLR), information available at: https://jgu.edu.in/jindal-global-law-review-becomes-scopus-indexed-journal/.

\textsuperscript{108} The quarterly journal of the Indian Journal of International Law (IJIL) has been published by the Indian Society of International Law (ISIL) since 1960. The contents of publications are available at: https://www.isil-aca.org/contents.htm.

\textsuperscript{109} The Yearbook was introduced in 2001 and focus on the development of international humanitarian law (IHL) and refugee law. The contents of publication are available at: https://www.isil-aca.org/
and B. Rajagopal, etc., however, others are considered “well below the international interdisciplinary academic standards.” This perhaps explains the reason why international law community in India is still small. While the present focus is on reforms of modern international law, there is a vast potential that remains unexplored. For instance, there is limited literature is available on how emerging powers are affecting interests of the rest of global South. To conclude, we need to advance the global democratic project by “bringing collective imagination to bear on it” against the obstacle of uneven distribution of “resources for learning, teaching and cultural criticism which are most vital for the formation of democratic research communities which could produce a global view of globalization.”

8 Conclusion

Currently, we live in a divided world, wherein powerful states continue to hijack opportunities and bring newer challenges to the world. In order to maintain their hegemony, manipulated international law is constructed to nurture inequality and domination. The manifest and latent international legal norms, doctrines, principles, policies and the structural relationships between powerful and less powerful countries, in a way, influence knowledge production and its dissemination at global level. Further, the continuing adherence to mainstream Eurocentric international law in Indian law schools will hugely impact students, the discipline, legal pedagogy and the law teachers. At the same time, there has been some piece-meal effort (through TWAIL, feminist critique, critical international law, etc.) to question the sole narrative of the international legal discipline; yet these counter narratives are rarely assembled or critically evaluated or reimagined within the contours of teaching and research of existing public international law discourse in India. A question therefore arises as to how such an approach be corrected? The answer is through: (I) more collaborations, (II) equal partnerships, and (III) increased representation from nation-states. Such an approach would accommodate needs and demands, create more inclusive environment, and let the avenue for change open to all. In this manner, there will be exhibit of plurality and richness of dialogues amongst nations. This will reject culture of exclusivity, which ultimately encourages nations to not emit West. In this direction, the role of teaching and research of international law becomes crucial, particularly in present testing times, wherein we have to realize it sooner than later that the more divided we are, the less we talk about what divides us. In this perspective, international law can be used to serve the cause of world. Such an approach, would perhaps encourage esprit d'escalier on the current global relationship.
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